FILM SCREENING

"Pina"

(Directed by: Wim Wenders, 2011, 106 minutes)

To be introduced by

Dr. Jhuma Basak, Psychoanalyst and Dancer-Choreographer

Followed by post-screening discussion

About the film

The film is a tribute to the late German choreographer, Pina Bausch. In modern dance since the 1970s, few choreographers have had more influence in the medium than the late Pina Bausch. This film explores the life and work of this artist of movement while we see her company perform her most notable creations where basic things like water, dirt and even gravity take on otherworldly qualities in their dancing.

Date: Friday, 15 February, 2019; Time: 3 – 6 pm

Venue: Seminar Room 2, CSSSC Patuli Campus

Debdatta Chowdhury
(Convener, Seminar Committee)
All are welcome to attend.